Year 4

Dates for the diary:
20th September 17:30—18:00 - Y4 Welcome to the Year Talk
24th September - Tempest Photographs

w/c 8th October - Life Bus week
9th-15th - Book Fair
10th October - Flu Jabs
11th October - Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Day
Year 3/4 Tri-golf- October (Date tbc)

WHO WILL WIN OUR

Autumn 1

4th October - Y3/4 Armistice Day Choir Concert

We love
to read!

HOUSE NETBALL
COMPETITION AND

Curriculum Offer

OUR HOUSE SPELLING

16th & 18th Parents Evening
19th October - End of Term

Animals including
Place Value and Operators

Humans!
Boy in the Dress
by David Walliams
Dennis was different. Why was he
different, you ask? Well, a small clue
might be in the title of this book.
Our power of reading class reader this term will be
this delightful, hilarious and thoughtful story. It
will help us explore what makes us all
unique and special, and discuss
important issues of stereotypes and
bullying. Dennis' friend Darvesh is a
Sikh; we will also find out about Sikhism
and the customs and practices that Sikhs follow.

Excuse me, are
these your teeth?
Who did this poo? Am I a
predator?....We will be discovering

Our focus in Maths this term
will be on understanding how
to use our existing skills on
large numbers and on decimal
numbers.

Sikh beliefs and Lifestyle
Sikh practice in worship and in
action. Beliefs and values.
What do the actions of Sikh worship
mean? What do Sikhs say is good? How
do they try to follow the teachings and
examples of the Ten Gurus? What sorts

This will include mastering our formal written
methods of addition, subtraction, short
multiplication and short division.
We need to practice our mental
maths especially times tables (both

French Chatterbox Challenge

Sports
ART: Colour and Making a Mark.
Using pencil, pen and charcoal to explore
how to make a mark, particularly tone and
shading; looking at the colour wheel in
various ways; Wayne Thiebaud art
work.

Daily Run: we will be going on a fun 10 minute daily
run or walk every morning. This will help to exercise
our bodies to stay healthy and stimulate our brains
too! All classes will be practising their netball
skills. In addition, 4B will be swimming this term
and 4L and 4P will be learning tag rugby skills.
at the end of this term.

Bonjour! On va apprendre le français! Using an
online programme called Chatterbox will help
us individually learn some French vocabulary in
a 7 week Beginners Competition with prizes and
certificates for those who do best! With their own
logon username and password children will be able to do
this at school in
ICT

the
suite

